KABLOONA
musing3 he feels himself old.) Gibson and I would sit face to
face, speaking no word, each sunk deep within himself, each at
peace with the world, while only '"he pulsing lamp gave off the
impression of life. Now and then one of us would rise and turn
the knob of the wireless: nothing would come. Nothing would
ever come again, and it was well thus. Silence was better than
sound.
It was a curious thing that however long these long evenings
might be, we could not tear ourselves away from them. We
would sit on indefinitely in that room while the hands of the
clock turned, showing that it was one in the morning, then two,
then after two. And still we would not go to bed. In the end,
Gibson would stir out of his torpor, and it was as if something
very heavy had budged. He would half rise out of his chair,
put his finger on the perpetual calendar, and the click that
would sound in that silence was something almost fateful, made
one truly conscious that another day had been released into
eternity. We would come to. Gibson would go back and light
his bedside lamp while I waited until he called out, CA11 set!'
Then I would put out the big lamp. 'Good night!5 would float
back and forth over the partition between our cubicles, and each
would continue to read or ruminate in his sleeping-bag until
one lamp went out and then the other, and the only sign of life
that remained was the scuffing of a lone dog on the snow-
covered roof.
Is there another land in the world where the silence is so
total? There is no wind here in the leaves, for there are no
leaves. No bird screeches. No sound of running water is heard.
No beast is here to take fright and scurry in the darkness.
There is not a stone to be loosened under a human foot and roll
down a bank, for all these stones are cemented by frost and
hidden under snow. Yet it is not that this world is dead: it is
merely that the beings who haunt this solitude are soundless and
invisible. The fox running through the night over the tundra,
the seal marauding in the sea, are as if they were not. And if
from time to time you did not see a little white beast caught
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